The **Coffing Prostar** models are designed and built for the unique rigging applications encountered at small venues. Lightweight, quiet and portable, the Coffing Prostar features an overload device that protects the hoist, operator and structure from damaging overloads. Take the stage with the Coffing Prostar.

- **Capacities**
  - 300 to 1100 lbs. (136 to 500 Kg)
  - Featuring 2 new capacities:
    - Single Reeved - 550 lbs. (250 Kg)
    - Double Reeved - 1100 lbs. (500 Kg)

- **Speeds**
  - 8 to 40 FPM (feet per minute)
  - 2 to 10 MPM (meters per minute)
  - **NOTE:** FPM rated at 60 Hz.
  - MPM rated at 50 Hz.

- **Voltages**
  - Single-phase, 115/1/50-60, 220/1/50

- **Compact Package** - Aluminum housing is strong and lightweight, measuring only 12 1/2 in. (318 mm) in length.

- **Lightweight** - Weighs less than 36 lbs. (16 Kg)

- **Quiet and Smooth** - CM patent 10 pocket oblique lift wheel.

- **Chain Stop** - Mounted on load chain prevents over-travel.

- **Overload Protection** - Helps prevent lifting of dangerous overloads.

- **Meets Requirements** - Meets or exceeds worldwide standards.

- **Lifetime Warranty**

- **Made in USA**

**Weighs less than 36 lbs. (16 Kg)**